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Recent work has indicated that a significant number of electrons and holes remain in the free-exciton
form in silicon at room temperature, a finding which, if supportable by experimental evidence,
requires the inclusion of excitons in diode and solar cell theory. Excitons, although neutral, may
contribute to device currents by diffusing to the junction region where they may be dissociated by
the field. A generalized three-particle theory of transport in semiconductors is presented. The results
of application of the theory to silicon devices indicate a decrease in the dark saturation current as
well as an increase in light-generated current when excitons are incorporated in the theory so long
as exciton diffusion length exceeds that of the minority carriers. The work includes suggestions for
experimental methods to confirm exciton involvement and to estimate the value of the
exciton-binding parameter from spectral response measurements on solar cells. © 1996 American
Institute of Physics. @S0021-8979~96!00701-9#

I. INTRODUCTION

Although exciton diffusion has been proposed as an important transport mechanism in organic photovoltaic cells,1
excitons have, to date, been neglected in room-temperature
diode and inorganic solar cell theory for two reasons. Most
importantly, it has been considered that exciton populations
in semiconductors at room temperature and above are
insignificant.2 This view has been challenged by Hangleiter
and Pilkuhn3 and by Kane and Swanson,4 who suggest that
free-exciton densities in silicon at room temperatures can
approach those of minority carriers. In Fig. 1 we show the
ratio of exciton and minority carrier populations in silicon in
low injection at 300 K, according to Kane and Swanson.4
Increasing majority carrier concentration enhances screening
of the Coulomb interaction between the electrons and holes
which constitute the excitons and their binding energy is
consequently reduced. This affects the population statistics,
as indicated in Fig. 1. The decrease of the excitons’ binding
energy to zero corresponds to Mott’s5 insulator–metal transition and bound excitons cannot exist at higher majority
carrier densities. For silicon in low injection the Mott density
is4 1.0331018 cm21. The second reason for the neglect of
excitons is that they are neutral and cannot, per se, contribute
to current.6 However, should an exciton diffuse to the pn
junction region in a diode or solar cell it is likely to be
dissociated by the strong electric field into its constituent
carriers and is then able to contribute.4
Together, the possibility of significant exciton populations at room temperature, their probable involvement in current generation, and their proposed role in recombination7
suggest the need for the inclusion of excitons in diode and
solar cell theory.8,9 In this article, we formulate a threeparticle theory, including exciton transport, and incorporate it
into the theory for ~i! a dark diode, and ~ii! a solar cell whose
base is assumed to be of infinite thickness and in which
optical generation is assumed independent of position. In
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Sec. III we apply the theory to silicon devices at 300 K and
propose an experimental technique to both confirm the contribution of exciton transport to current and to estimate the
value of an important exciton binding parameter.
Our numerical results suggest a significant decrease in
dark saturation current and simultaneous increase in short
circuit current may be possible if exciton contributions are
optimized and if exciton diffusion length exceeds that for
minority carriers. However, confidence in the numerical results is limited by the lack of experimental values for exciton
parameters at room temperature.

II. THEORY
A. Three-particle formulation

The three-particle ~electron, hole, and exciton! theory
outlined here was proposed by Green8 and further developed
by Chan.9 The inclusion of excitons requires an additional
term in each of the current continuity equations to account
for the binding of carrier pairs into excitons:
~ 1/q ! ¹•J n 5U eh 2G eh 1B

~1!

~ 1/q ! ¹•J p 52U eh 1G eh 2B,

~2!

where U eh is the net recombination rate for electrons and
holes ~not preceded by exciton formation!, G eh is the rate of
direct generation of carrier pairs ~nonexcitonic! by external
disturbances such as light, and B is the net rate at which
electrons and holes bind together to form excitons. Additionally, we require a similar equation for the continuity of exciton flow, F
¹•F52U x 1G x 1B,

~3!

where U x is the exciton recombination rate and G x is the rate
of exciton generation by external disturbances such as light.
Since excitons, being neutral, may flow only by diffusion, we
have the following expression for excitonic flux:
F52D x ¹•n x ,

~4!

where D x is the diffusion coefficient for excitons.
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electron will be collected ~will contribute to current! if it
diffuses to the edge of the depletion region at z50. Similarly, if an exciton diffuses to the same plane or to a contact,
it is assumed to be dissociated into an electron and a hole
and to contribute to current. The analysis is one dimensional
and all surface effects are neglected. The generalized theory
is, of course, able to address less restricted situations.

C. Simplified theory including excitons

FIG. 1. Ratio of exciton and minority carrier concentrations in silicon in low
injection at 300 K. Data is from Kane and Swanson,4 Eq. ~27!. The ratio
increases with doping density up to the Mott density at 1.0331018 cm23.

The recombination terms can be most simply expressed
in terms of lifetimes U eh 5Dn/ t n 5Dp/ t p and U x 5Dn x / t x ,
where Dn,Dp,Dn x are the excess electron, hole, and exciton
concentrations, t n , t p , t x are the electron, hole, and exciton
lifetimes with respect to recombination. The generation rates
vary exponentially with distance from the surface:
G eh 5G eh0 exp~2 a z) and G x 5G x0 exp~2 a z), where G eh0
and G x0 are the carrier and exciton generation rates at the
semiconductor surface, a is the absorption coefficient with
all absorption processes ~creation of electron-hole pairs and
excitons and free-carrier absorption! considered and z is the
distance into the semiconductor. From the law of mass action, the binding rate is given by9,10
B5b ~ np2n * n x ! ,

~5!

where b is a coefficient for binding of carriers into excitons,
n * is an equilibrium constant,11 and n x is the density of
excitons. This formulation implicitly assumes that carrier ↔
exciton reactions occur more rapidly than recombination and
generation processes. An equilibrium between carriers and
excitons may not be possible in direct gap semiconductors
with short radiative lifetimes.4
B. Simplified diode and solar cell model

We use a one-sided, abrupt-junction, wide-base diode
model and generally follow the standard development of the
theory for dark and illuminated diodes in the form outlined
by Green.12 We adopt the five main approximations stated
and justified therein
~1! The depletion approximation.
~2! Within the depletion region the drift and diffusion currents are opposing and approximately equal in magnitude.
~3! Low-level injection is assumed.
~4! Minority carriers in bulk regions are assumed to flow
predominantly by diffusion.
~5! Recombination in the depletion region is neglected.
Additionally, in our model we neglect the thin emitter
layer of the cell ~‘‘one-sided’’ junction model! and consider
only the base region, which we assume to be p-type. An
196
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Since diffusion is assumed to be the predominant transport mechanism for minority carriers in the bulk and the only
transport mechanism for excitons, we combine the modified
continuity equations @Eqs. ~1!–~3!# with Eq. ~4! and the electron current density equation to produce the following
coupled pair of differential equations ~in one dimension! for
p-type bulk semiconductor:
Dn

d 2 Dn Dn
5
1b ~ DnN A 2Dn x n * ! 2G eh exp~ 2 a z !
dz 2
tn
~6!

Dx

d 2 Dn x Dn x
5
2b ~ DnN A 2Dn x n * ! 2G x exp~ 2 a z ! ,
dz 2
tx
~7!

and

where D n and D x are the diffusion coefficients for electrons
and excitons, respectively. We are able to change from the
total concentration to the excess concentration variables
since n p5n x n * by the law of mass action when the
electron–exciton system is in equilibrium. The z50 plane is
defined at the p-type edge of the depletion region and, hence,
the boundary conditions12 are n(z50)5n p0 exp~qV a /kT)
and n x (z50)5n x0 , where n p0 'n 2i /N A ,n i is the intrinsic
carrier concentration, V a is the applied forward voltage, n x0
is the equilibrium exciton concentration and kT/q525.85
mV at 300 K. At the other boundary, z5`, the electron and
exciton densities must be finite.
We express Eqs. ~6! and ~7! in matrix form,

F GF

d 2 Dn
M 11
5
M 21
dx 2 Dn x

GF G F G

M 12 Dn
G n~ z !
1
,
M 22 Dn x
G x~ z !

~8!

where
M 115 ~ 1/t n 1bN A ! /D n ,
M 1252bn * /D n ,
M 2152bN A /D x ,
M 225 ~ 1/t x 1bn * ! /D x ,

~9!

G n ~ z ! 52G eh exp~ 2 a z ! /D n ,
G x ~ z ! 52G x exp~ 2 a z ! /D x ,
and use standard eigenvalue–eigenvector techniques13 to
solve the coupled differential equations. The characteristic
polynomial of M , the matrix containing M i j , is

x ~ e ! 5det~ M 2 e I ! 5 e 2 2 ~ M 111M 22! e 1M 11M 22
2M 21M 12 ,

~10!
Corkish, Chan, and Green
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Dn partic5exp~ 2 a z ! / x ~ a 2 !@~ M 222 a 2 ! G eh /D n

where I is the identity matrix and its discriminant is
d 5M 2D 14M 12M 21 , where M D 5M 112M 22 . The two eigenvalues, e6 , are the roots of the characteristic polynomial

e 6 50.5@ M 111M 226 d 1/2# .

~11!

In order to find physical meanings for these terms, we consider the decoupled ~b50! case, in which e 6 5M 11 ,M 22 ,
1/2
and M 225L 22
and
and M 115L 22
n
x , where L n 5(D n t n !
1/2
L x 5(D x t x ) . In ‘‘exciton-dominant’’ systems, where
M 11.M 22 ,M 11 must equal the larger eigenvalue, e1 , but in
electron-dominant systems, where M 11,M 22 ,M 115e2 .
Consequently, in an exciton-dominant system we call e1/2
1 the
effective inverse diffusion length for electrons accounting for
excitons (1/L 8n ! and e1/2
2 the effective inverse diffusion length
for excitons accounting for electrons (1/L x8 !. In electrondominant systems these designations are swapped.

@~ d

1/2
1M D ! exp~ 2 e 1/2
1 z ! 1 ~ d 2M D !

1/2

3exp~ 2 e 1/2
2 z !# n p0 exp~ qV a /kT !

and
Dn x,partic5exp~ 2 a z ! / x ~ a 2 !@~ M 112 a 2 ! G x /D x
2M 21G eh /D n # ,

~18!

where x~a ! is found from Eq. ~10!. In each of Eqs. ~17! and
~18! the first term in brackets is concerned with optical generation of the relevant particles and the second is describing
the effects of the interaction between exciton and electron
populations.
The particular solution is added to the homogeneous solution and the boundary conditions for short circuit are applied to yield
2

~19!

and

The homogeneous solutions, which correspond to a diode in the dark ~G n 5G x 50!, may be used to find the saturation current density, J 0 . The homogeneous solutions are
~see Appendix!
Dn50.5d

~17!

1/2
Dn5R•exp~ 2 e 1/2
1 z ! 1S•exp~ 2 e 2 z ! 1Dn partic

1. Homogeneous (dark) solution

21/2

2M 12G x /D x #

~12!

1/2
Dn x 5 g R•exp~ 2 e 1/2
1 z ! 1 h S•exp~ 2 e 2 z ! 1Dn x,partic ,
~20!

where
R5 $ G eh /D n @ h ~ M 222 a 2 ! 1M 21#
2G x /D x ~ h M 121M 112 a 2 ! % M 12 / @ d 1/2x ~ a 2 !#

~21!

S52 $ G eh /D n @ g ~ M 222 a 2 ! 1M 21#

and
Dn x 5M 21d 21/2@ exp~ 2 e 1/2
1 z!
2exp~ 2 e 1/2
2 z !# n p0

exp~ qV a /kT ! .

2G x /D x ~ g M 121M 112 a 2 ! %
~13!

~22!

g 50.5@~ M 2D 14M 12M 21! 1/22M D # /M 12

~23!

h 520.5@~ M 2D 14M 12M 21! 1/21M D # /M 12 .

~24!

The current density in a dark cell consists, since we neglect
majority carrier current in the one-sided model, of flows of
electrons and dissociating excitons. This is found by adding
the flows at the z50 plane

Differentiation of Eqs. ~19! and ~20! then gives the lightgenerated current density

J n 5qD n dn/dz u z50 1qD x dn x /dz u z50

J L 5qD n dn/dz u z50 1qD x dn x /dz u z50
1/2
52qD n ~ R e 1/2
1 1S e 2 1Dn partica !

21/2
520.5qD n $ e 1/2
#
1 @ 11 ~ M D 12rM 21 ! d
21/2
1 e 1/2
# % n p0 exp~ qV a /kT ! , ~14!
2 @ 12 ~ M D 12rM 21 ! d

21/2
J 0 520.5qD n $ e 1/2
#
1 @ 11 ~ M D 12rM 21 ! d

~15!

This is to be compared to the corresponding expression when
excitons are neglected ~see Green,12 p. 75!:
J 80 52qn p0 D n /L n ,

~25!

For comparison, the light-generated current density when excitons are neglected is given by

where r5D x /D n . Hence, the dark saturation current is
21/2
1 e 1/2
# % n p0 .
2 @ 12 ~ M D 12rM 21 ! d

1/2
2qD x ~ g R e 1/2
1 1 h S e 2 1Dn x,partica ! .

~16!

where L n is the electron diffusion length. Numerical values
from these equations are compared in Sec. III B 1.

J L8 5qG eh / ~ a 1L 21
n !.

~26!

III. APPLICATION TO SILICON DEVICES
A. Parameter values

A total generation rate at the surface, G total05G eh0 1G x0,
51010 cm23 was assumed for all illuminated cases. The illuminated solar cell was modeled with a50 in order to simulate constant generation rate throughout, corresponding to
the case of illumination by weakly absorbed light.

2. Inhomogeneous (illuminated) solution

The inhomogeneous solution, for which either or both
electron and exciton optical generation are non-zero, yields
the light-generated current if the short circuit condition is
applied. To solve Eq. ~8! when G n and/or G x are finite, we
first find a particular solution which is given by ~see Appendix!
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 1, 1 January 1996

1. Electron parameters

Kane and Swanson4 suggest that the exciton theory can
account for an effective increase in n i at doping densities
below the Mott transition, similar to the result of band gap
narrowing above that transition. We have excluded this apparent band gap narrowing from our formulation since it has
Corkish, Chan, and Green
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no effect on the current ratios we present. However, this
effect is included in our spectral response calculations, discussed in Sec. III A 4. We assume a value14 of 1.0031010
cm23 for the intrinsic carrier concentration at 300 K. Electron lifetime is assumed to vary with doping according to the
following empirical relationship15

t n ~ N A ! 5 t n ~ 0 ! / ~ 11N A /7.1031015! s,

~27!

25

where t n ~0!51.70310 . Electron diffusion coefficient
variation with doping was obtained from an empirical fit to a
model for minority electron mobility as a function of doping
density.16
2. Exciton parameters

For the unscreened exciton binding energy ~appropriate
for intrinsic material! we use the result of wavelengthderivative absorption measurements17 at 1.8 K multiplied by
1.4 to account for the different effective masses at our temperature of 300 K. This yields an unscreened exciton binding
energy of E x` 520.6 meV.18 Increasing majority carrier densities screen the exciton energy until eventually, at the Mott19
density, the binding energy goes to zero and excitons cease
to exist. For the case of low injection, this majority carrier
density is4 n Mott51.0331018 cm23 if we assume that the expression derived by Norris and Bajaj,20 which was verified
only for T,80 K, may be used at 300 K. Hence, the binding
energy as a function of doping is then given by4
E x ~ N A ! 5E x` @ 12 ~ N A /n Mott! 1/2# 2 .

~28!

This may be used to find
n * ~ N A ! 5exp@ 2E x ~ N A ! /kT #~ N C N V ! / f ,
1/2

~29!

where we adopt Kane and Swanson’s values of f ;21 and
(N C N V !1/2'331019. The exciton lifetime for intrinsic material, t x ~0!, at 300 K was calculated10 by the principle of
detailed balance to be equal to 100 ms, which may be regarded as an upper bound. In this work, we assume that t x
varies with doping in proportion to t n and investigate ~see
Sec. B 3, below! the effect of varying t x ~0!. Hence, t x is
given by Eq. ~27! when t x ~0! replaces t n ~0!. However, that
expression does not account for the excitonic Auger mechanism in which free excitons are destroyed at deep impurity
sites7 and exciton lifetimes may actually be shorter than assumed here. For the exciton diffusion coefficient we follow
Kane and Swanson4 in extrapolating to 300 K the empirical
expression obtained21 for T,20 K, resulting in D x 517 cm2
s21. In the absence of experimental data, the diffusion coefficient is assumed independent of doping density since excitons are neutral particles.
On the basis of a model22 for the thermal capture of
electrons into traps, Nolle10 assumes the following variation
of the exciton binding parameter, b, with temperature
b51023 T 22 12.531026 T 21/211.5
31027

~ cm3 s21 ! .

~30!
27

This gives a value of 3310 at 300 K, in approximate
agreement with the value of 731027 obtained by extrapolating the theoretical expression, b51.1431025 T 21/2, obtained
by Barrau et al.23 for 4,T,15 K. In this article, we treat b
198

FIG. 2. Ratio of dark saturation current density with excitons considered to
that with excitons neglected as a function of the binding coefficient. The
parameter is the doping density, N A ~cm23!: unfilled squares, 1015; triangles,
1016; diamonds, 1017; filled squares, 1018.
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as a variable for two reasons. Firstly, it allows us to confirm
that when b→0 our calculated currents relax towards the
values expected from theory which neglects excitons and,
secondly, we lack any experimental evidence for the value of
b.
B. Effect of excitons on device currents

1. Dark saturation current

The dark saturation current was calculated by Eq. ~15!
with excitons considered and by Eq. ~16! with excitons neglected, assuming t x ~0!5 1024 s. The ratio of these currents
is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the binding coefficient, b,
and with the doping density as a parameter. Note that we
expect10,23 b;1027 cm3 s21. The inclusion of excitons in the
theory makes no difference to the saturation current if b is
very small, regardless of doping, since there is no path for
the creation of a significant population of excitons: small
values of the binding coefficient prevent the relaxation of
many electron-hole pairs to the exciton state. Hence, the
theory including excitons agrees with that neglecting them
when b→0 and G x 50. For larger b we note a reduction in
the saturation current, particularly for doping of 1018 cm23
for which it is reduced by up to 30%. In order to explain the
divergence of J 0 /J 80 from unity at high doping values, we
note that examination of the ratio of Eqs. ~15! and ~16! for
high b reveals that in this exciton-dominant system
J 0 /J 08 'L n /L x8 .

~31!
Corkish, Chan, and Green
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FIG. 3. Effective diffusion length for excitons, L x8 5 e 21/2
, and the diffusion
2
length for electrons, L n , as a function of doping density for fixed value of
the binding coefficient, b51026.

FIG. 4. Ratio of short circuit current with excitons considered to that with
excitons neglected as a function of the binding coefficient. The parameter is
the doping density, N A ~cm23!: unfilled squares, 1015; triangles, 1016; diamonds, 1017; filled squares, 1018.

As doping is increased, both L n and L 8x ~see Fig. 3! decrease
but L 8x falls more slowly than L n , resulting in a decrease in
the current ratio. More generally, the effect of exciton involvement is evident only if the excitonic diffusion length
differs from that for minority carriers. The reader may verify
using Eq. ~11! that L 8x 5 e 21
2 5 t D5L n when we set t 5 t n
5 t x and D5D n 5D x . In the case illustrated by Fig. 3, the
difference between L n and L 8x when N A 51018 cm23 can be
attributed to t n Þ t x ~52%! and D n ÞD x ~48%!.

D x 5D n results in J 0 /J 08 51 and J L /J L8 51. The latter result
indicates that the fundamental causes of the changes with
exciton inclusion are the different lifetimes and diffusivities
of excitons and electrons. When t x . t n , Fig. 5 shows an
improvement in each current ratio and t x , t n causes each to
be degraded. This highlights the dependence on exciton diffusion length of the beneficial effects shown in Figs. 2 and 4
and the need for experimental values of exciton parameters.

2. Short circuit current with G x 50,G eh Þ0

4. Short circuit current with G x Þ0

When G x 50 excitons are created only through the relaxation of electron-hole pairs. This situation corresponds to
spectral regions where exciton absorption is an insignificant
fraction of the total absorption.24 Figure 4 shows the ratio of
short circuit current with excitons considered @see Eq. ~25!#
to that with excitons neglected @see Eq. ~26!#, assuming
t x (0)51024 s. For large values of the binding coefficient
and for doping of 1018 cm23 we calculate that excitons improve the short circuit current by up to 44%.

For certain ranges of wavelength near the band edge of
an indirect semiconductor the absorption into exciton states
is a significant fraction of the total absorption.24 The short
circuit current ratio, J L /J L8 , was recalculated for a fixed doping of N A 51018 cm23 with G x0 /G total0 variable between zero
and unity and assuming intrinsic lifetime of t x ~0!5100 ms.
The results are shown in Fig. 6. Of particular note is the very
large increase in short circuit current when b is small and a
large fraction of the total generation is of excitons rather than
carrier pairs. In this situation, the small value of b prevents
most of the optically generated excitons from dissociating
into carrier pairs and our assumed values for lifetimes and
diffusion coefficients yield L x /L n 53.33, equal to the factor
of improvement in current for small b when G x0 /G total051.
In other words, the cell’s collection volume is multiplied by
3.33 under the present assumptions when the diffusion of
excitons dominates that of electrons. For larger, and more
realistic, values of the binding coefficient many of the optically generated excitons dissociate and the effective collection volume decreases. Hence, if b is actually near its calcu-

3. Sensitivity to exciton lifetime

Since our value10 of t x ~0! is uncertain due to the lack of
experimental data, we investigate the sensitivity for our results to this parameter. Figures 5~a! and 5~b! show the ratios
J 80 /J 80 and J L /J L8 as functions of doping density for a fixed
value of b51027 cm3 s21 for t x (N A )5 t n (N A ! ~i.e.,
t x ~0!51.731025!, t x (N A )510t n (N A ),
and
t x (N A !
50.1t n (N A !. When the lifetimes are equal the divergences of
the ratios from unity at high doping levels are entirely due to
our assumption that D x ÞD n since setting t x 5 t n and
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 1, 1 January 1996
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FIG. 6. Ratio of short circuit current density with excitons considered to that
with excitons neglected as a function of the binding coefficient for fixed
doping density of 1018 cm23. The parameter is the fraction of the optical
generation which is of excitons: unfilled squares, 0%; triangles, 10%; diamonds, 50%; filled squares, 100%. The open squares in this graph correspond to the filled squares in Fig. 4.

FIG. 5. Effect of varying exciton lifetime on the ratio of ~a! dark saturation
current density and ~b! short circuit current density with excitons considered
to that with excitons neglected as a function of doping density. A fixed value
of b51027 is assumed. The parameter is the ratio of exciton to carrier
lifetime: 0.1, triangles; 1, squares; 10, diamonds.

lated values10,23 no additional25 structure due to exciton
current contributions would be expected in the spectral response spectrum where G x0 /G total0 is high.
This suggests a method by which the involvement of
exciton transport at room temperature could be confirmed
and a range for b might be found experimentally. If b is
200
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actually in the range b<10212 cm3 s21 and if the exciton
diffusion length is significantly longer than that of electrons
we would expect to see some positive impact of excitonic
current contributions on the spectral response of heavily
doped solar cells. Effects would be manifested in spectral
ranges where excitonic generation is a significant fraction of
the total generation. A study of the indirect absorption edge
of silicon24 showed that this condition is met where strong
excitonic absorption components are superimposed on an
otherwise relatively weak absorption spectrum. In particular,
the onset of optical absorption, which is mediated by TO
phonon absorption, produces G x0 /G total0 values up to ;0.5
while the TO plus Raman phonon set’s contribution yields
G x0 /G total0 up to ;0.8. Figure 7 gives, for base doping of
1018 cm23, a guide to the current improvements which would
be expected in the spectral region dominated by the latter
phonon set. Since the threshold for an excitonic absorption
component mediated by phonon absorption is given by24
E g (T) 2 DE g,app 2 E x (T,N A ) 2 E p , where E g is the indirect
band gap, DE g,app is the apparent band gap narrowing due to
excitons,4 and E p is the energy of the phonon set, the enhanced spectral response would be expected to have its
threshold at a photon energy of 0.9875 eV, assuming a doping density of 1018 cm23. Additional, weaker enhancements
would be expected above the thresholds for optical absorption components mediated by other phonon sets, especially
the TO phonon whose threshold is at 1.0657 eV. For clarity,
thermal broadening24 has not been included in the curves
presented in Fig. 7 and measured spectra will have a less
Corkish, Chan, and Green
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FIG. 7. Theoretical spectral response, without thermal broadening, of silicon
which is undoped ~lowest curve! and doped to 1018 cm23. The ‘‘No exciton
enhancement’’ line is for doped silicon in which excitons are assumed to
make no contribution to the current. The curve labeled b53.1027 was calculated assuming all parameter values as proposed in Sec. III A 2 and that
labeled b510216 was calculated using a very low value, b510216 cm3 s21
for the exciton binding parameter. The latter curve follows the No exciton
enhancement line at low photon energies.

distinct shape than shown. The lowermost curve was calculated in the same way as the theoretical absorption
coefficient26 in the earlier work,24 except that the exciton
energy has been corrected for room temperature ~see Sec.
III A 2!. It models the spectral response of a lightly doped
cell. The solid line models a cell in which the base is doped
to 1018 cm23, but there is no enhancement of short circuit
current by the transport of excitons. Here, the spectrum has
been shifted for the effect of the doping level on exciton
energy ~see Eq. 28! and for the apparent band gap narrowing
~13.8 meV in this case!. The curve labeled ‘‘b53e-7’’ models the spectral response we would expect if the binding parameter is equal to Nolle’s estimate and the other parameters
are as assumed in Sec. III A 2 above. In this case, we see
from Fig. 6 that the current enhancement is independent of
the variation of G x0 /G total0 with photon energy and the spectral response is simply scaled up by a constant factor of
1.442, the value obtained from Fig. 6. For the curve labeled
‘b51e-16’ in Fig. 7, the binding parameter is assumed to be
much lower (b510216 cm3 s21! and other parameters are as
for the previous case. For this situation, Fig. 6 indicates that
the current enhancement strongly depends on G x0 /G total0, so
it was necessary to estimate that ratio at each value of photon
energy ~Fig. 8! and use Eqs. ~25! and ~26! to calculate the
current enhancement, J L /J L8 at each point.27 The ‘‘b51e16’’ curve of Fig. 7 is equivalent to that for no enhancement
for photon energies below the ~TO1Raman! excitonic absorption threshold since J L /J L8 51 for this value of b when
there is negligible absorption into exciton states ~Fig. 6!.
Hence, the involvement of exciton transport may be confirmed by the comparison of spectral responses for lightly
and heavily doped cells and the value of b may be estimated
from the magnitude of the ~TO1Raman! ‘‘step’’ in the spectral response so long as the exciton lifetime and diffusivity
are known. Since the spectral response improvements are
due to an effective increase in the active volume of the solar
cell, it is important that the cell~s! used for such an experiJ. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 1, 1 January 1996

FIG. 8. G x0 /G total0 values obtained by dividing the excitonic part ~proportional to the square root of photon energy! of the TO plus Raman phonon set
absorption spectrum by the total absorption spectrum. Thermal broadening
was excluded from the calculation of the spectra.

ment have base thickness greatly exceeding the electron diffusion length. Ideally, in order for the current enhancements
shown in Fig. 7 for b510216 cm3 s21 to be fully realized,
the base thickness must exceed 3.33 times the electron diffusion length if we accept the parameter values cited in Sec.
III A 2.
Another technique which may provide evidence for exciton transport at room temperature is the comparison of
spectral response on either side of the doping density at
which the Mott transition occurs. If the exciton diffusion
length is significantly different from the minority carrier diffusion length there should be a sharp change in the spectral
response intensity when doping is changed from immediately
below the transition density, where exciton contributions are
maximized, to just above it, where the excitonic levels have
merged into the continuum. In interpreting the results of such
an experiment, one would need to consider band gap narrowing due to heavy doping.28
IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a theoretical basis for the incorporation of a third type of particle, the free exciton, into a generalized theory of transport in semiconductors and demonstrated this theory by its application to simplified cases of
junction diode and solar cell operation. Expressions are
given for minority carrier and exciton distributions in the
bulk of the base in the dark under the influence of uniform
generation and for the dark saturation and ~lighted! short
circuit currents. Using the best available information on
room temperature parameters for excitons, we applied the
theory to silicon cells to predict that in the absence of other
effects which might counteract the exciton effects, excitons
may reduce dark saturation current by up to 30% and simultaneously improve light-generated current by up to 44%.
These changes are entirely dependent on the difference in
exciton and minority carrier diffusion lengths. Confidence in
the numerical results is limited by our reliance on values for
room-temperature properties of excitons which have not yet
been confirmed by experiment. In particular, we would preCorkish, Chan, and Green
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fer to have verified values for exciton lifetime, diffusion coefficient, binding coefficient, and equilibrium constant at 300
K. Our model shows that excitons cause an increase in saturation current and decrease in light-generated current when
the exciton diffusion length is assumed shorter than that of
the minority carriers. This work includes suggestions for experimental methods to confirm exciton involvement and to
estimate the value of the exciton binding parameter from
room-temperature spectral response measurements on solar
cells.
It should be noted that excitons are, presumably, active
in present devices which were designed without their consideration and that excitons already contribute to their characteristics. This work opens up the possibility of optimizing
their involvement if the exciton parameters can be reliably
quantified.
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These matrices may be used to transform the coupled equations of Eq. ~8! into a decoupled pair
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which, when both sides are multiplied on the left by P and
after application of the boundary conditions, yields Eqs. ~12!
and ~13! in the text. In the inhomogeneous case,
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where Dn 8 and Dn 8x are temporary variables. The matrix, P,
may be used to diagonalize M, so long as the electron–
exciton system is not either decoupled or coincident ~i.e., we
need bÞ0 and M 11ÞM 22!. The columns of P are the eigenvectors corresponding to each of the eigenvalues. Hence, P is
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F GF

which transforms to the particular solutions of Eqs. ~17! and
~18! in the text.
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